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A B S T R A C T   

Long-term treatment outcomes for patients with high grade ovarian cancers have not changed despite in-
novations in therapies. There is no recommended assay for predicting patient response to second-line therapy, 
thus clinicians must make treatment decisions based on each individual patient. Patient-derived xenograft (PDX) 
tumors have been shown to predict drug sensitivity in ovarian cancer patients, but the time frame for intra-
peritoneal (IP) tumor generation, expansion, and drug screening is beyond that for tumor recurrence and plat-
inum resistance to occur, thus results do not have clinical utility. We describe a drug sensitivity screening assay 
using a drug delivery microdevice implanted for 24 h in subcutaneous (SQ) ovarian PDX tumors to predict 
treatment outcomes in matched IP PDX tumors in a clinically relevant time frame. The SQ tumor response to 
local microdose drug exposure was found to be predictive of the growth of matched IP tumors after multi-week 
systemic therapy using significantly fewer animals (10 SQ vs 206 IP). Multiplexed immunofluorescence image 
analysis of phenotypic tumor response combined with a machine learning classifier could predict IP treatment 
outcomes against three second-line cytotoxic therapies with an average AUC of 0.91.   

Introduction 

Understanding the impact of different drugs on patient-specific 
tumor progression has far-reaching implications in personalizing ther-
apy. Assigning patients to targeted and cytotoxic therapies currently 
relies upon genomic technologies and histology, but these techniques 
have fundamental limitations in guiding treatment, including differ-
ences in the number of additional mutations across cancers [1], a lack of 
validation regarding clinical utility, a disconnect between past molec-
ular aberrations and the constantly-evolving cancer genome [2,3], and 

practical barriers to obtaining off-label or investigational agents for 
patients based on genomic or histologic assays. It is currently estimated 
that, across cancers, 15% or fewer patients in developed countries 
receive genome-informed treatment selection, and only 5–8% experi-
ence clinical benefit [4,5]. There is no widely-accepted predictive mo-
lecular or functional assay for chemotherapy response, and the 
American Society for Clinical Oncology does not recommend such assays 
outside of a clinical trial [6].Oncologists must, therefore, select 
chemotherapy regimens based on a number of factors that vary by each 
individual patient. 

Abbreviations: PDX, Patient derived xenograft. 
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This lack of a predictive assay is particularly problematic in high- 
grade ovarian cancers, including serous and others, which remains the 
deadliest gynecological malignancy in developed countries [7]. The 
majority of patients who receive first-line treatment of surgical 
debulking and adjuvant or neoadjuvant taxane platinum (platinum 
doublet) therapy will achieve remission but over 70% of patients’ tu-
mors will relapse as platinum resistant despite advances in surgical 
technique and therapy administration/cycling [8–13]. Standard 
second-line cytotoxic chemotherapies, achieve similar response rates of 
15–20% and progression free survival rates between 4 and 6 months [9, 
14–16]. While genomics and other techniques have identified poten-
tially druggable targets [14], putative candidates for therapy (e.g. KRAS, 
PIK3CA) beyond BRAC1/2 are infrequent and have not lead to wide-
spread clinical benefit [15,17–21]. Recent approvals of PARP inhibitor 
(PARPi) therapy as maintenance therapy for all patients, including 
BRCA1/2 wildtype, without a functional assay for assigning patients to 
therapy have left clinicians with little guidance. This struggle is seen in 
multiple malignancies beyond ovarian cancer. Better methods for pre-
dicting an individual patient’s response to therapy would allow opti-
mization of patient care and minimize the unnecessary burden (toxicity, 
cost, and time) of current ‘trial-and-error’ treatment strategies. 

Patient-derived xenograft (PDX) models of cancer are a promising 
tool used in preclinical drug development. Ovarian PDX tumors 
engrafted intraperitoneally (IP) in immunodeficient mice have been 
shown to represent the phenotypic and genetic heterogeneity of patient 
tumors [22–31]. However, use of PDX models to guide clinical therapy 
in ovarian cancer faces multiple limitations. Tumor engraftment/ex-
pansion and complete in vivo drug sensitivity testing typically takes 
10–15 months due to the need for several rounds of tumor expansion and 
large animal cohorts for 4-week drug sensitivity testing (>20 mice for a 
4-arm study). Patients with platinum resistant or refractory disease will 
have recurrences <6 months following completion of platinum therapy 
and, therefore, derive no benefit from PDX studies [16]. Methods to 
improve the speed of drug sensitivity testing are required to make 
PDX-enabled predictions, which are known to be accurate, clinically 
viable treatment planning tools or to provide an alternative to PDXs and 
genetic profiling. 

We have recently developed an implantable microdevice that en-
ables parallel in vivo drug sensitivity testing to address some of the 
challenges outlined above [32–36]. The microdevice contains 18 res-
ervoirs, each filled with a drug micro-dose. Drugs are formulated to 
diffuse locally at therapeutically relevant concentrations once the device 
is implanted into a tumor [32]. Tissue surrounding the micro-doses can 
then be independently analyzed to assess the phenotypic response to 
each drug without the need for systemic administration. The toxicity risk 
of the method is very low as only nanogram quantities per drug are used. 
Moreover, results using this platform correlate with outcomes from 
systemic drug therapy in multiple tumor models, leading to current 
clinical study of this approach (NCT04135807, NCT03972228, 
NCT04399876) [32–35]. A similar device has also been reported with 
promising results using micro-dose drug injections to predict patient 
outcomes in sarcoma [37,38]. This platform relies upon an array of 8, 
25-gauge needles, which requires a minimum tumor volume of over 600 
mm3 and is specific for easily accessible superficial tumors. The 
implantable microdevice outlined here contains 18 drug reservoirs, only 
requires 2.73 mm3 of tumor, and is implantable in any tumor that can be 
reached with a standard biopsy. 

Here we demonstrate, for the first time, that a 24 h in situ drug 
sensitivity assay in PDX tumors, when combined with digital immuno-
fluorescence analysis and machine learning (ML) classifiers, can accu-
rately predict systemic treatment outcomes in a clinically relevant time 
frame (within 3–6 months of surgery and before platinum doublet 
therapy completion). We hypothesize that accurate predictions of out-
comes in IP PDX ovarian tumors, which are predictive of patient out-
comes, represents the potential for accurate predictions of patient 
outcomes using the implant and computational platform. This platform 

has the potential to make microdose drug measurements in PDXs a 
practical tool to advance effective treatments, as well as enable direct 
drug sensitivity testing in patients’ tumors. 

Materials and methods 

PDX generation and IP engraftment 

Fresh tissues from seven patients with ovarian or fallopian tube 
cancer were collected at the time of primary debulking surgery at Mayo 
Clinic, Rochester. Written informed consent was obtained from all pa-
tients and documented in the electronic medical record. All tissues were 
coded with a patient heterotransplant (PH) number to protect patient 
identity in accordance with the Mayo Clinic IRB and in accordance with 
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act through the 
Mayo Clinic Ovarian Tumor Repository. Patient characteristics can be 
seen in Table 1. PDXs were developed by intraperitoneal injection of the 
donor tumor into female SCID beige mice (C.B.-17/IcrHSd-Prkdcscid 

Lystbg; Envigo, Indianapolis, IN), and tumors were expanded and cry-
opreserved (Supplemental Methods, Fig. 1A). IP tumors were injected 
and engraftment sites were partially dependent on stochastic events. 
Cryopreserved tumor was then re-engrafted IP or subcutaneously (SQ). 
Re-engrafted IP PDX tumors were treated with carboplatin-paclitaxel 
(carbo-taxol) therapy followed by a period of regrowth to eliminate 
the most sensitive cells before 4 weeks of IP chemotherapy (liposomal 
doxorubicin, topotecan, paclitaxel, saline). 

All studies with human samples were approved by Mayo Clinic 
Institutional Review Board (IRB) under IRB #09-008768. All animal 
studies were carried out in accordance with the relevant guideline and 
regulations of the Mayo Clinic Institutional Animal Care and Use Com-
mittee. All methods were performed in accordance with the relevant 
guidelines and regulations. 

IP PDX treatment 

Mice with IP PDX tumors greater than 0.3–0.5 cm2 in cross-sectional 
area were randomized and treated with drug or saline control via weekly 
IP injection over 4 weeks (n ≥ 3 per group, Paclitaxel 33 mg/kg, 
Doxorubicin-PEG 2.4 mg/kg, Topotecan 10 mg/kg). Abdominal ultra-
sound measurements were taken weekly and plotted as the mean tumor 

Table 1 
Patient characteristics.   

Patient 
ID 

Age 
at 
Dx 

Stage Grade and Histology Platinum 
Status 

Survival 
(mos.)^ 

1 PH354 60 IIIC High Grade Serous 
Primary Peritoneal 

Resistant 35 

2 PH580 62 IIIA High Grade Serous 
Primary Peritoneal 

Sensitive >52 

3 PH626 59 IIIC High Grade Serous 
Epithelial 

Resistant* 13 

4 PH704 64 IIIC High Grade Serous 
Fallopian Tube 

Sensitive >37 

5 PH723 51 IV High Grade Clear 
Cell and 
Undifferentiated 
Epithelial 

Resistant* 10 

6 PH756 65 IVB High Grade Serous 
Epithelial 

Sensitive >34 

7 PH778 62 IIB High Grade Serous 
Epithelial 

Sensitive >33 

*Platinum refractory with growth during platinum doublet therapy 
^Survival from date of diagnosis 

Ovarian cancer tissue was harvested from patients at the Mayo Clinic under-
going surgical debulking. Banked tissue from 7 patients was used in this study to 
engraft both IP and SQ PDX tumors in SCID mice. Resistance is defined as patient 
tumor regrowth within 6 months of completing platinum doublet therapy. 
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area percent relative to the starting baseline size (representative ultra-
sound seen in Fig. S1). Control mice served as a reference for growth 
kinetics but sensitivity to treatment was defined as regression below 
baseline. Animal survival was based on “time to event”, with the event 
being moribund criteria as defined by IACUC guidelines. Briefly, all 
animals were sacrificed if any of the following were met: weight loss 
>20%, inability to ambulate or access food/water, tumor ulceration, 
estimated tumor size >10% of bodyweight, or low body conditioning 
and/or behavioral score. Animal death was not the endpoint. For each 
PDX model, repeated measures analysis of variance implemented via 
linear mixed effects models were used to compare growth trajectories 
between drugs [39–41] (Supplemental Methods). 

Device fabrication and preparation 

Implantable microdevices, adapted from Jonas et al. [33], were used 
to assess the local subcutaneous (SQ) ovarian PDX tumor response to 
short-term exposure to the same second-line chemotherapies used IP. 
Devices were implanted SQ rather than IP because of greater consistency 
of implantation compared with smaller IP tumors, the long-term goal of 
shortening the time for PDX engraftment, and prior experience with 
implanting into SQ tumors [32,33,35]. Cylindrical microdevices with 
750 µm (diameter) x 6,173 µm (length) were manufactured using stan-
dard micromachining as previously described (Figs. 1B, S2). Devices 
were made of medical-grade Delrin acetal resin. This material was 
chosen due to its biocompatibility, structural rigidity and machinability. 
Devices contained 18 wells, each with a diameter of 201 ± 5 µm and 

depth 250 ± 5 µm. The wells were divided in four columns, with two 
columns of 4 wells, and two columns of 5 wells (Fig. S2). Manufacturing 
of devices was outsourced to Treat Manufacturing (Sonora, CA, USA). 
0.008-guage nitinol wire (Malin Co, Brookpark, OH, USA) was placed at 
the top of the device to aid in device retrieval and tissue processing 
(Supplemental Methods). Multiple quality controls were integrated into 
the process to ensure consistent, reliable dosing of drugs into the tumor 
microenvironment. 

Drug formulation 

Drugs placed in the microdevices were formulated in a biocompat-
ible polymer matrix (polyethylene glycol, PEG) to ensure minimal cross- 
talk between wells and matched intratumoral drug concentration ach-
ieved by systemic administration as outlined previously (Supplemental 
Methods) [33]. Non-liposomal doxorubicin was used with the devices, 
as intratumoral delivery negates the need for the pharmacokinetic ad-
vantages afforded by liposomal encapsulation that are required with 
clinical administration. Drug was manually loaded into each micro-well 
using stainless steel microtools. Each device contained up to 6 empty 
control wells and 12 drug-filled wells (4 wells for each of 3 drugs). 

SQ tumor engraftment and device implantation 

Severe combined immunodeficient (SCID) beige mice were injected 
subcutaneously with processed viably frozen ovarian tumor in a 
biosafety cabinet using sterile technique. Viable frozen stock was 

Fig. 1. Schematic of in situ drug sensitivity assay. (A) Ovarian tumor tissue is harvested during debulking surgery and engrafted IP in immunodeficient mice. The 
tissue is then expanded with platinum pretreatment followed by regrowth and 4 weeks of IP drug treatment. Tumor size is tracked with peritoneal ultrasound. (B) The 
microdevice is filled with up to 3 compounds in quadruplicate leaving 6 no-drug control wells. Drug is released from each well in distinct locations with minimal 
crosstalk. Wells are arranged in 9 levels each containing 2 wells. Scale bars 1 mm (left) and 0.25 mm (right). (C) Banked tissue is engrafted SQ in immunodeficient 
mice, and a drug-loaded device is implanted for 24 h. The device is extracted with surrounding tissue, the tissue is stained for drug response via immunofluorescence, 
and drug response is quantified with digital image analysis, which can be used to predict IP treatment outcomes. 
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thawed and processed to remove freezing media then loaded into 
dispensing syringes equipped with 16g x 1/2 inch needles. 0.1–0.2 cc of 
minced tumor was prepared in a 1:1 ratio with McCoy’s 5A Modified 
Medium (MT-10-050-CV, Corning Life Science, Tewksbury, MA, USA). 
Mice were anesthetized using inhalation of metered isoflurane with 
oxygen during tumor injection. Tumor size was tracked weekly with 
calipers, and volumes were calculated with the formula 4/3π x r1

2x r2 (r1 
< r2), in which r1 is the smaller radius. 

Once tumors reached 1 cm3, a microdevice was implanted. A small 
skin incision (<5mm) was made and a 19-gauge biopsy needle was 
inserted into the tumor. The device was inserted into the open end of the 
needle and gently pushed into the tumor with the help of an obturator. 
The needle was then retracted, and the small incision wound closed with 
tissue glue (3M Animal Care Products, St. Paul, MN, USA). All animal 
protocols were approved by both the Committee for Animal Care of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Institutional Animal Care 
and Use Committee of the Mayo Clinic. A total of ten mice across seven 
PDX lineages were used. Each mouse had one device with each treat-
ment condition in at least triplicate (For each drug, n = 3/animal). 
Differences in sample numbers were due to tissue damage during his-
tology processing. 

Tissue processing 

Twenty-four hours after device implantation, animals were eutha-
nized using CO2 asphyxiation and tumors explanted with the device 
intact. This time was chosen based upon the dissolution time of the drug- 
polymer matrix and to minimize foreign body response obscuring tumor 
response. Tumors were processed with the assistance of the Koch Insti-
tute Histology Core (Supplemental Methods). Briefly, devices and sur-
rounding tissue were exposed via manual extraction, and paraffin 
processed via a custom embedding block (Fig. S4). Tissue and device 
were sliced at each level of drug release (9 levels, 18 sites of release), and 
the tissue was stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and via 
immunofluorescence (IF) (Fig. S4). IF staining was done to identify all 
cells (DAPI), apoptotic activity (cleaved caspase-3, CC3), proliferation 
(Ki67), and malignant cells (pan-cytokeratin, PanCK or Human Lamin 
A/C). All slides were digitally scanned. Tumor marking stains were used 
to distinguish murine stroma (only DAPI positive) from human carci-
noma (PanCK positive). Human Lamin A/C staining was also used as a 
tumor marker to more simply distinguish murine stroma and human 
carcinoma, but PanCK was the preferred method as it is a clinical 
standard stain and can be used in patient tumors. 

Image analysis 

Immunofluorescent images (captured via Aperio ImageScope (Leica 
Biosystems, Buffalo Grove, IL, USA)) were quantitatively analyzed via a 
custom MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) script with each fluo-
rescent channel independently loaded. Background was removed from 
analysis. Channels were binarized based upon a user-defined threshold. 
CC3, Ki67, and PanCK thresholds were set based upon the mean of the 
Gaussian fit of intensities, and thresholds for Lamin and DAPI were set to 
one standard deviation less than the mean (Fig. S7). A blurring factor 
was added to account for differences between pixel size and cell size/ 
location. 

Standardized trapezoidal regions of interest (ROIs) were placed in 
correspondence to areas of drug release and tissue background (Fig. S7). 
Device layouts were predetermined before implantation, and post- 
implantation positions were determined in reference to doxorubicin 
visualized by fluorescent imaging of unstained tissue (Fig. S8). Mea-
surements of apoptosis index (AI) and proliferation index (PI) were 
calculated based upon Eqs. 1-4, representing changes in apoptosis or 
proliferation in regions of drug treatment compared to background re-
gions away from sites of drug release. AI and PI measurements were 
confined to carcinoma by colocalizing CC3 or Ki67 signals with a tumor 

marking signal (PanCK or Lamin A/C). Stroma was measured as the 
percentage of cells in a given region not positive for a tumor marking 
stain. Measurements were done using both PanCK and Lamin as tumor 
markers. Measurements taken from ROIs were excluded based upon 
preset rules (Supplemental Methods). 

AICarcinoma =

[
PanCK+CC3+

PanCK+

]

ROI
−

[
PanCK+CC3+

PanCK+

]

Background
(1)  

AIAllCells =

[
DAPI+CC3+

DAPI+

]

ROI
−

[
DAPI+CC3+

DAPI+

]

Background
(2)  

PICarcinoma =

[
PanCK+Ki67+

PanCK+

]

ROI
−

[
PanCK+Ki67+

PanCK+

]

Background
(3)  

PIAllCells =

[
DAPI+Ki67+

DAPI+

]

ROI
−

[
DAPI+Ki67+

DAPI+

]

Background
(4) 

Statistical significance was determined via a single-tailed student’s 
T-test with unequal variance assumed. Tukey’s honest significant dif-
ference (HSD) was used to compare drug and control for input features 
for the prediction classifier. 

Classifier development 

A forward-backward stepwise feature selection machine learning 
classifier (Scikit-Learn Python tool kit) based upon linear regression was 
developed to predict IP treatment outcomes of all three drugs in ovarian 
IP PDX tumors using the results of in situ drug sensitivity screening in SQ 
ovarian PDX tumors [42]. IP treatment outcomes were treated as a bi-
nary ‘ground truth’ based upon quantitative estimates of change from 
baseline calculated via the mixed effects model mean estimate at Day 28 
minus Day 0 (Table S1, Supplemental Methods). Importantly, regression 
of tumor below baseline better represents a desired clinical outcome of 
partial or complete response to therapy. Thus, tumor regression 
(slope<0) was chosen as a more conservative estimate of drug sensitivity 
compared to the alternative endpoint of tumor growth inhibition (slope 
statistically significantly less than control). Statistical comparisons of SQ 
PDX tumor response to local drug exposure (AI and PI) and stroma 
content between areas of drug release and control wells within a single 
tumor were used as inputs to the classifier as well as measurements 
patient tumor characteristics (Table 2). Tukey’s Honest Significant 
Difference (HSD) tests were used for comparisons, resulting in 3 statis-
tical outputs per comparison, leading to a total of 23 possible features. 
Feature selection was driven by area under the curve (AUC) 
optimization. 

Five-fold cross-validation was used by generating 5 replicate datasets 
with different training and testing set partitions to provide adequate 
validation with a small sample size [43–45]. Each row of data represents 
comparisons of measurements of drug sensitivity between control and 
one drug in a single animal. Leave one out cross-validation was also used 
by leaving out data from a single PDX. Classifiers were also generated 
using multiple measurements of ground truth including p-value 
thresholds from the mixed model analyses of IP treatment response (p =
0.05, 0.01, and 0.001) as well as a projected mean tumor size relative to 
baseline being less than 1 at day 28 of the IP study. These methods were 
completed using both lamin A/C and PanCK as tumor markers. 

The best performing classifier was used to predict the efficacy of MK- 
1775 using data from devices containing MK-1775 in a pilot study 
(Fig. S26, Table S2). Predictions for efficacy in PH354 were validated 
with results from IP studies. Sensitivity in other PDX lineages were not 
validated IP. 
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Results 

Immunofluorescence staining and image analysis 

Histological techniques have been previously used to understand the 
phenotypic response of tumor to local drug exposure after microdevice 
implantation [32–38]. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining was used 
to characterize tissue morphology (Fig. 2A, B). A non-uniform mix of 
epithelial carcinoma and tumor-associated stroma was observed 
throughout the tumors (Figs. 2A, S5). Immunofluorescence (IF) tech-
niques were used so that multiple tissue markers could be assessed in 
parallel. IF provided the additional advantage of enabling 
high-throughput digital image analysis that can distinguish between 
human epithelial carcinoma and murine stroma (Figs. 2C, D, S5). Tumor 
response was assessed via staining for apoptosis (cleaved caspase-3, 
CC3) and proliferation (Ki67) (Fig. 2C, D). Human epithelial carci-
noma was distinguished from murine stroma in PDX tumors using 
pan-cytokeratin (PanCK) and nuclear (DAPI) staining (Fig, 2C, D). 
PanCK is a clinically validated marker used to define epithelial cancer 
and was included to allow the tissue analysis platform to work within 
existing clinical workflows. Human lamin A/C staining was also used to 
distinguish between human epithelial carcinoma and murine stroma 
(Fig. S6). 

IF stained tissue was quantitatively analyzed using a custom image 
analysis program. Regions of interest (ROIs) of standardized shape and 
size were then drawn to identify the two sites of drug release at each 
level and tissue background, using fluorescent images of doxorubicin 
autofluorescence and tissue tags to denote device layout Figs. 2E, S7, 8). 
Stroma was identified as DAPI-positive pixels not positive for a tumor 
marker (PanCK or lamin A/C) (Fig. 2F). Apoptosis and proliferation 
were defined by the apoptotic index (AI) and proliferation index (PI) 
respectively (Eqs. 1-4) based upon previous work [32]. AI and PI were 
calculated as values above the background levels of proliferation and 
apoptosis to account for inherent apoptosis and proliferation in each 
tumor. Background regions were defined as areas of tumor away from 
sites of drug release and control wells that do not overlap with ROIs 
selected as sites of drug release (Figs. 2E blue, S7). Apoptosis and pro-
liferation measurements were localized to carcinoma cells by colocal-
izing CC3 or Ki67 signals with PanCK (Fig. 2G, H, Eqs. ((1), (4)). The 
same measurement was done using lamin A/C in place of PanCK 
(Fig. S6). Apoptosis measurements were also localized to stromal cells 
by colocalizing CC3 or Ki67 to stroma pixels (DAPI without PanCK or 
lamin A/C). AI and PI measurements using PanCK or lamin as a tumor 
marker were correlated across tissue samples (Fig. S9). Similar analyses 
were done with a single tissue sample from each patient’s original 
tumor, and baseline tumor characteristics were compared to corre-
sponding PDX tissue (Figs. S10, S11). Further, histology images for other 
PDXs can be seen throughout the supplement. 

Quantifying tumor response and accounting for variations in stroma 
content 

Stromal content was quantified at each level of the device using 
PanCK as a tumor marker, both near sites of drug release and distal from 
the device in tissue background. High degrees of variation in stromal 
content were seen within a single tumor among mice of the same PDX 
lineage, controlling for passage number, (25–75%. Fig. 3A), and among 
mice with different PDX lineage tumors (10–75%, Figs. 3B, S12). Mea-
sures of apoptosis and proliferation were made with and without ac-
counting for these variations by colocalizing CC3 or Ki67 with PanCK 
(Figs. S13, S14; Eqs. (1), (3)). Apoptosis was also localized to stromal 
cells only (Fig. S13). Standard deviation was reduced 2.6-fold in AI 
measurements taken at control microwells when AI was confined to 
carcinoma cells (Fig. 3C, D). Topotecan was found to induce signifi-
cantly higher apoptosis compared to control when the measurement was 
confined to carcinoma only, but this increase in AI was not significant 
when the measurement was taken in all cells. Similar results were seen 
using lamin A/C staining to limit measurements to carcinoma cells 
(Figs. S15, S16). 

Systemic drug sensitivity was quantified in 206 animals with IP PDX 
tumors treated systemically via IP injection (Figs. 4A–G, S17). Each 
cohort was comprised of at least 3 mice (Fig. S18), with differences in 
cohort size due to differences in PDX engraftment rates and expansion 
time. Animal dropout due to animal death or tumor size exceeding 
euthanasia criteria varied across PDXs and treatment cohorts due to 
variability in inherent tumor growth rates and drug toxicity (Fig. S17). 
IP tumor size during systemic drug administration was analyzed via 
mixed effects models to account for correlation between repeated 
measurements (Figs. S17, S18) [39–41]. A summary of the models and 
statistics can be found in Table S1. 

Microdose drug sensitivity was measured in 10 animals with SQ tu-
mors of 7 PDX lineages implanted with a drug-loaded microdevice 
(Fig. 4H–U). Each drug was tested in at least triplicate within a single 
microdevice implanted in an animal. Measurements of AI and PI local-
ized to carcinoma across mice of the same PDX can be seen in Fig. 4H–U. 
Data from all SQ tumor studies can be seen individually in Figs. S13–16. 

Predicting treatment outcomes using forward-backward feature selection 

A forward-backward feature selection classifier was developed to 
predict IP PDX treatment outcomes using short-term phenotypic 
response of SQ PDX tumors to locally-delivered therapy. Measurements 
of phenotypic response in treated regions compared to control and 
baseline tumor characteristics were used as inputs (Table 2). A 4-feature 
(AI in stroma, two measurements of PI in carcinoma, baseline patient 
tumor Ki67) classifier was identified that predicted IP tumor response to 
any one of the three drugs from SQ drug sensitivity screening with a 
cross-validation AUC of 1.00 and an accuracy of 95.2% and AUC of 1.00 

Table 2 
Feature set.     

Features  
Location Cells Difference of means Tukey HSD q statistic Null hypothesis rejection* IF Percent cells stained 

AI PDX All X X X  
PDX Carcinoma X X X  
PDX Stroma X X X  

PI PDX All X X X  
PDX Carcinoma X X X  

Stroma PDX  X X X  
Patient     X 

CC3 expression Patient All    X  
Patient Carcinoma    X 

Ki67 expression Patient All    X 
Patient Carcinoma    X 

Results of in situ drug sensitivity testing in SQ ovarian PDX tumors and patient tumor characteristics were used as input features in a machine learning classifier to 
predict tumor response in IP treated animals. *Rejection levels of 0.1, 0.05, 0.01 considered. 
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when validated on testing data sets (Fig. 5A, B). The prediction model 
was cross-validated using 5-fold cross-validation to account for a small 
dataset size by replicating the data into 5 sets each with a different 20% 
reserved for validation [43–45]. The first features that maximize AUC 
are listed in Table 3. 

When thresholds that optimized sensitivity and specificity were used, 
predictions had an overall sensitivity of 100% and specificity of 92%, 

with 1 false positive prediction made for doxorubicin out of 20 total 
predictions (Table S2). Similar results were observed for classifiers 
trained with data using filters to exclude regions of high stroma and for 
classifiers trained to predict ground truth based upon growth inhibition 
rather than tumor shrinkage (Figs. S19, S20). 

Seven additional classifiers were generated with leave one PDX 
model out cross-validation (1 for each PDX left out). Comparison of 

Fig. 2. Immunofluorescence staining quantifies drug response and stroma. (A) Hematoxylin and eosin stained tissue around device and (B) at site of drug 
release. (C) Immunofluorescence stained tissue around device and (D) at site of drug rease. Tumor is stained with pan-cytokeratin (green). Stroma is identified by 
DAPI (blue) without a pan-cytokeratin. Apoptosis is identified by CC3 (red), and proliferation is identified by Ki67 (purple). (E) Drug response is quantified in regions 
of interest: at sites of drug release (green and red) compared to background (blue). (F) Stroma is identified by DAPI positivity and a lack of pan-cytokeratin. (G) 
Apoptosis is localized to carcinoma tissue by pan-cytokeratin and CC3 positivity. (H) Proliferation is localized to carcinoma tissue by pan-cytokeratin and Ki67 
positivity. Arrow indicates stroma. Stars indicate microdevice location. Dots indicate tissue tag. Scale bars 100 mm. Tissue from PH723 animal A. 
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these models tested if a single PDX was driving predictions. The results 
of the predictions were not dependent on the presence of a single PDX in 
the training set (Fig. 5C). The average maximum AUC achieved by these 
7 classifiers was 0.91. The top four features for each classifier were 
consistent across leave one out datasets, including multiple measure-
ments of apoptosis and proliferation (Table 3). Similar results were seen 
using lamin A/C staining (Fig. S21). 

Extending predictions to a novel drug class 

Although the classifiers were developed to predict IP chemotherapy 
response rather than response to small molecule inhibitors, efficient 
assessment of novel targeted therapies using an in situ drug response 
assay could provide a valuable tool for preclinical drug development and 
stratifying patients for clinical trials. To explore this possibility, a pilot 

study was done using all 8 classifiers (7 leave one out, 1 with all PDXs) to 
predict sensitivity to adavosertib (a Wee1 inhibitor currently under 
clinical investigation in ovarian cancer, adavosertib) based upon the 
same phenotypic response analysis completed to assess cytotoxic 
chemotherapy sensitivity. A device containing adavosertib was 
implanted into SQ PDX tumors from PH354, a high grade serous tumor, 
which is of the subtype that has seen clinical response to adavosertib. 
Tumor response to adavosertib was assessed using the methods above 
(Fig. 5D) and results were used to predict systemic efficacy using the 
eight classifiers trained on response to cytotoxic therapy. All eight 
classifiers predicted IP adavosertib sensitivity in PH354, including the 
classifier not trained with data from PH354 (Fig. 5E). The efficacy of 
adavosertib was validated in PH354 by systemic treatment of IP PDX 
tumors, resulting in an immediate and progressive regression to an 
average of less than 50% of original tumor size compared to a 3-fold 

Fig. 3. Stroma varies within PDX tumors and must be accounted for in drug response analyses. (A) Stroma content within tumors varies between sites of drug 
release (red) and in drug-naive areas (teal) and among tumors of the same PDX. (B) Further variation is seen among tumors of different PDX origin. Box and whisker 
represent median, 25%, and 75% quantiles. Each point represents a single measurement within a mouse. (C) Representative chart showing apoptotic index in all cells 
resulting from drug exposure compared to control in a single animal. (D) Localizing apoptosis measurements to carcinoma only reduces variability in control 
measurements and results in statistical significance. Box represents mean ± standard error. Dot size represents stroma content at the site of the measurement. * p <
0.05, student’s t-test, single tail, unmatched. Example AI data from PH626 animal A. 
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increase in tumor size in control animals over 28 days (Figs. 5F, S17, 18). 

Discussion 

We have shown how microdevices acutely implanted in SQ ovarian 
PDX tumor models can predict overall IP ovarian PDX tumor response to 

various IP-delivered drugs with an average AUC of 0.91 using only 3, 4 
measurements per drug in each PDX tumor. This represents a significant 
step forward in making personalized PDX drug sensitivity screening 
clinically practical and provides preliminary evidence for the investi-
gation of in situ drug sensitivity screening in patients’ tumors directly. 
Multiplexed IF imaging of explanted tumor tissue surrounding the 

Fig. 4. Systemic and local sensitivity to chemotherapy across 7 ovarian PDX tumors. (A–G) Relative tumor size measured by ultrasound during 4 weeks of 
weekly IP treatment studies. Paclitaxel 33 mg/kg, Doxorubicin-PEG 2.4 mg/kg, Topotecan 10 mg/kg. Linear and quadratic mixed effect models are used for esti-
mation of growth curves and hypothesis testing accounting for correlation between repeated measurements. Mean ± 95% confidence interval. (H-N) Apoptotic index 
and (O–U) proliferation index localized to epithelial carcinoma only after local drug exposure across 7 PDXs, each with up to 2 mice. Box represents mean ± standard 
error. Dot size represents stroma content at site of drug release. 
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microdevices enabled a classifier to accurately predict overall tumor 
response to systemic IP therapies based upon local phenotypic drug 
response and baseline tumor characteristics. No significant difference 
was observed when classifiers were trained with leave one PDX out 
cross-validation and AUC was not significantly decreased (AUC = 1 
using all PDXs and an average of 0.91 in leave one out cross-validation). 
Thus, the classifier was not overly reliant on a single PDX. The classifier 
was also developed using the most conservative estimate of ground 
truth, tumor regression rather than tumor growth suppression relative to 

control. The use of tumor regression as an endpoint is representative of a 
desired clinical outcome of partial and complete responses to therapy. 
These predictions were made with significantly fewer animals per PDX 
(1-2 SQ vs. 20+ IP) due to parallel drug microdosing, which enables 
PDXs to be a more cost-effective tool for personalizing therapy than the 
current standard. Standard staining was also used, which would allow 
for more straightforward implementation of the platform into standard 
clinical pathology workflows and measurements are drug mechanism 
agnostic. 

Fig. 5. Classifier predicts treatment outcomes. (A) Forward-backward feature selection classifier optimized for area under the curve (AUC) using data from all 
PDXs representing a 4 feature classifier with AUC of 1.0. (B) Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve using 4 feature classifier represents AUC of 1.0 and 
accuracy of 95.2%. (C) Forward-backward feature selection classifiers using data with one PDX removed optimized for AUC. (D) Predictions of ADAVOSERTIB 
efficacy in PH354 using multiple classifiers. (E) Apoptotic index localized to carcinoma after local ADAVOSERTIB exposure in PH354. Box represents mean ±
standard error, dot size corresponds to stroma at site of drug release. (F) Relative tumor size measure via ultrasound during 4 weeks of weekly IP ADAVOSERTIB 
treatment in PH354. Linear mixed effect model estimates growth curves for hypothesis testing accounting for correlation between repeated measurements. ** p <
0.01, student’s t-test, single tail, unmatched. **** p < 0.0001 Wald F-test. 
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Our study revealed the extent of heterogeneity of PDX tumors. His-
tological sections at various points of a PDX tumor had drastically 
different architecture with stromal content ranging from 0 to 100% 
among multiple regions of the same tumor (Fig. S12). This highlights the 
importance of experimental replicates in drug microdosing from a single 
device as well as measurements of tumor response to drug that account 
for this heterogeneity. Here we used at least three experimental repli-
cates per treatment group. The inclusion of PanCK as a tumor marker 
allows for such measurements to take place without changing clinical 
histology workflows. We also wanted to investigate the potential impact 
of stroma in treatment response to each drug (Figs. S22–S25). We saw 
preliminary evidence that high stroma correlates with less apoptosis for 
some drugs (topotecan) (Figs. S22, 23), and stromal apoptosis contrib-
utes substantively to predictive classifiers of overall tumor response 
(Table 3). This warrants further investigation to specifically examine the 
role of stroma and the tumor microenvironment in drug sensitivity and 
the potential for combining cytotoxic and anti-stromal drugs in ovarian 
cancer. In contrast, we did not see significant trends between changes in 
proliferation after cytotoxic chemotherapy and the amount of stroma 
(Figs. S24, 25). 

Across the drugs and models, we found both apoptosis and prolif-
eration to be important in predicting treatment efficacy across the drugs 
and PDX models (Table 3) despite previous studies relying upon 
apoptosis alone. The 4-feature classifier generated using data from all 
PDXs identified apoptosis in stromal cells and inhibition of proliferation 
to be significant in predicting longer term outcomes. While twenty four 
hours is relatively short for apoptosis of carcinoma cells to occur [46], 
we hypothesize that stromal apoptosis and a reduction in proliferation of 
carcinoma cells may be leading indicators for eventual tumor regression. 
Time points longer than 24 h may be beneficial to allow enough time for 
apoptosis to occur in response to certain drug classes or in relatively 
lower metabolically active tumors; however, this must be balanced with 
the emergence of a significant foreign body response obscuring mea-
surements of drug response and the time course of CC3 expression and 
apoptosis. Patients’ baseline tumor proliferation was also found to be 
significant, which suggests predicting treatment outcomes must also 
include characteristics of treatment-naïve tumor (second-line treatment 
naïve in the case of platinum resistant/refractory tumors or PARPi naïve 
in the case of predicting maintenance therapy sensitivity). The inclusion 
of both apoptosis and proliferation in addition to other measurements of 
tumor morphology and patient tumor characteristics allows the platform 
to be adapted to screen a wide range of drug classes, even those that may 
not induce apoptosis quickly or differentiate drugs that elicit apoptosis 
without gross tumor shrinkage. 

We also found preliminary success in predicting the sensitivity of a 

single PDX to a small molecule inhibitor not included in the training data 
set as a pilot use case of identifying patients for experimental treatment., 
This represents success in the most conservative use case: a novel ther-
apeutic in a novel tumor. This supports ongoing research into adavo-
sertib as a potential clinically efficacious drug for ovarian cancer. The 
successful prediction of adavosertib sensitivity also demonstrates the 
potential promise of this platform in preclinical drug development. The 
combined experimental and computational approach enables increased 
throughput and parallel evaluation of new compounds or combinations 
in vivo without the need for large animal cohorts (10 with device vs. 206 
systemic). Multiple concentrations of a single agent can also be tested in 
parallel. Single cell lines or PDXs can be used during drug development 
to screen multiple compounds and generate predictions of tumor 
response that can be validated with systemic studies. Novel drug classes 
(novel mechanism of action or molecule type) can be evaluated without 
the need to optimize drug distribution within the tumor. No secondary 
encapsulation is required to improve distribution after systemic 
administration for preliminary testing, for example, as seen with the use 
of doxorubicin in the device versus liposomal doxorubicin used IP and 
clinically. This would provide efficient and cost-effective insights on 
mechanism of action and allow for accelerated drug development. 

There exist a number of limitations to this approach and potential for 
future applications. Data was analyzed from only 7 patient-specific 
PDXs, precluding comparisons between drug sensitivity and clinical 
treatment outcomes. Other classifier development work generally re-
quires larger sample sizes, but 7 distinct PDX lines is a relatively large 
study. Further work is required to fully develop a robust classifier system 
for treatment prediction. This work utilized ovarian tumors exclusively 
and may have to be adapted for use in other cancer types. The 24 h time 
point to assess tumor response to a single microdose of drug is based on 
the dissolution time of the polymer-drug formulation used. Future work 
could compare this with tumor response assayed at longer or shorter 
time points. Appropriate loading of various drugs in a single well could 
enable sequential dosing of different therapies. Future work could also 
utilize this platform to screen sensitivity of tumors to other therapy 
classes (gene therapies, radiotherapy) without significantly changing 
the processing pipeline. Our observations show that the response of a 
micro-region of PDX tumors, despite tumor heterogeneity, is predictive 
of the overall tumor response when the heterogeneity is considered. An 
outstanding question is how small a region of tumor can be targeted or 
how many regions of tumor tissue must be targeted while still reflecting 
overall tumor behavior and sensitivity. This could potentially allow for 
even smaller devices and greater multiplexing of drugs to be screened. 
Future studies may also explore the inclusion of more features that may 
affect tumor response to therapy (i.e. patient demographics, oncogene/ 

Table 3 
Identified feature sets.  

Data Set AI PI Stroma Patient Tissue  
All Cells Carcinoma Stroma All Cells Carcinoma CC3% Ki67% 

All PDXs 
(AUC = 1.0   

N  M, Q   All Cells 

PH354 Removed  
(AUC = 0.87) 

M, Q, N M       

PH580 Removed  
(AUC = 0.90) 

N M, N M      

PH626 Removed  
(AUC = 0.90)  

Q N      

PH704 Removed  
(AUC = 1.0)   

N Q Q   Carcinoma 

PH723 Removed  
(AUC = 0.95)  

M, N, Q M      

PH756 Removed  
(AUC = 0.90) 

M  M Q  N   

PH778 Removed  
(AUC = 1.0) 

M M N N     

Significant features identified as predictive of IP drug response as determined by classifier generation. Top four features are listed for classifiers generated with data 
missing one PDX or top features before AUC plateaus. M: difference of means, Q: Q score, N: null hypothesis rejection. 
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suppressor gene status) to optimize prediction accuracy. Only a limited 
amount of patient demographics were available from the tumor re-
pository for this study. 

Current clinical studies of the microdevice platform can be improved 
by the inclusion of the high-throughput image analysis and ML-driven 
computational toolkit outlined here. This approach can enhance the 
applicability of the platform and allows for continual improvement in 
accuracy through further classifier development. The next step for this 
technology includes a clinical validation study in ovarian SQ PDX tu-
mors with an expanded cohort of patients. Clinical implementation of 
the platform in ovarian cancer patients would require an additional 
procedure before debulking surgery for device implantation. We thus 
believe near-term studies must validate the platform using PDXs first. 
Direct SQ PDX engraftment in other cancer types has been shown to 
generate tumors more quickly than orthotopic engraftment (less than 3 
months) due to the increase vascularity of the SQ space and the ability to 
engraft large tumor volumes [22–25,47–49]. This approach would also 
not require tissue expansion, further saving time and animals. Direct SQ 
PDX engraftment followed by in situ drug screening could provide pre-
dictions of second-line therapy efficacy for patients with 
platinum-refractory tumors (growth during platinum therapy) in a 
clinically relevant time frame (less than six months). PDXs derived from 
patients with platinum refractory tissue have inherent platinum resis-
tance, thus drug screening would take place in tissue representative of 
the tissue exposed to systemic second-line therapy. PDXs may also be 
used to predict sensitivity to PARPi for patients with platinum sensitive 
BRCA1/2 wildtype tumors. There are currently no functional assays for 
predicting PARPi sensitivity for these patients. Homologous recombi-
nation deficiency (HRD) score testing, while practice-changing for cli-
nicians, does not provide a functional prediction of PARPi response, only 
a relative history of genomic instability. PDXs, derived from patients 
during debulking surgery, implanted with devices loaded with PARPi 
therapy using the method described here may also be used to screen 
patients without the need for additional procedures (device implanta-
tion/retrieval).This implant platform can also be adapted for direct 
implantation in patients’ tumors after recurrence or before PARPi 
therapy followed by biopsy using image-guided implantation/retrieval 
device as a tool to be combined with HRD scoring for selecting patients 
for PARPi maintenance [36]. A combined experimental and computa-
tional approach using either the direct implantation of the device into 
patients’ tumors or the generation of SQ PDXs with device implantations 
could further inform personalized therapy choices for patients by 
providing predictions of treatment efficacy in a matter of days to weeks. 
These approaches avoid the time and expense required to conduct 
traditional IP PDX studies, instead examining the sensitivity of a pa-
tient’s tumor through multiplexed microdosing. 

We have demonstrated that a 24 h assay in SQ ovarian PDX tumors 
using a drug-loaded implant and ML classifier can be used to predict 
long-term treatment outcomes for IP ovarian PDX tumors in a clinically 
relevant time frame. IP ovarian PDX tumors have been shown to be 
predictive of patient outcomes, thus the 24 h in situ sensitivity screening 
assay may be predictive of patient outcomes directly. The device may 
also be directly implanted into patients’ tumors to allow for personalized 
therapy predictions without the need for any PDX engraftment in mul-
tiple solid tumors. In situ drug sensitivity screening could be a valuable 
clinical tool in personalizing treatment and stratifying patients in 
ovarian cancer and across solid tumor oncology. 
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